Abstract. This paper presents a shape adjustable C-C subdivision algorithm by introducing adjusting parameter (01) cc ≤≤ . Based on this algorithm, this paper proposes a shape adjustable 2 G surface modeling method with explicit solutions of Bézier control points by taking 2-ring singular points as the control grid and using cyclic mapping. Compared with the existing, this new method has more advantages, which can not only obtain surfaces reaching 2 G , but also solve the problem of adjustable surface design at the singular points.
Introduction
The singular point is unavoidable in surface modeling techniques. Due to its presence, the resulting surfaces could become "fold" seriously affecting the quality of the surfaces and causing industrial products useless. Therefore, the processing technology of singular points is very crucial in surface modeling. Because the traditional subdivision method for singular points only meets 1 G continuous, a lot of efforts have been made to construct 2 G continuous surfaces.In 2009, Thomas J. Cashman of the University of Cambridge used any number of degree B-spline curve to advance a symmetrical non-uniform subdivision algorithm. What is more, by using the same algorithm in surfaces, they got an odd-order symmetric non-uniform subdivision algorithm. However this algorithm had no specific explains about singular points, and was only useful in odd-order situation. Then Thomas J.Cashman and Malcolm A.Sabin [1] designed a new subdivision format to handle singular points of non-uniform subdivision algorithm, which could not get ideal results and had poor locality. Subsequently, Liu hao [2] used manifold method and subdivision method to construct a 2 G continuous free-type surface, achieving the integration of manifold surfaces and Catmull-Clark subdivision surfaces, but the location information of singular points had not been considered when constructing n -sided domain patch. Based on the Charles Loop 's study [3] , this paper makes the following improvements: (i) This paper introduces a shape adjustable Catmull-Clark subdivision method to make surfaces "hybrid subdivision", so that the final fitting surface would be adjustable; (ii) The cyclic matrix contains parameter c when we use circular mapping to deal with singular points around the surface. As a result, each surface piece is adjustable; (iii)This paper provides the location of double seventh degree Bézier control points and the explicit solution of circulation equations. Furthermore, the explicit representation of each surface piece is put forward and the singular point 2 G filling effect is given.
An shape adjustable C-C subdivision surface
In order to enhance the surface design flexibility and adjustability,this section will extend curve adjustable [4] to the surface of the case and re-design geometric and topology rules . For any topological shape of a control grid, the new subdivision rules still consists of two parts: the production of geometry points and the establishment of topological structure.
Generation of geometric points
Given an initial mesh () (1) 48 (1) 
Establishment of topological structure
From the sub-surface of the rules can be introduced, given the original control point ij d (,0,,) ijn = L , then ,after the subdivision surface can be expressed as (2)4116(21) 2(1) 2 (1)2(1)(2)2(1)(2)2(1) cc cccc C cccccccc c cccccccc
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G processing of singular points in surface subdivision
This section improves Charles Loop theory and gives a 2 G surface reconstruction method with singular points. First, the initial control mesh "hybrid subdivision", that is, using shape adjustable C-C subdivision method for surface and then using the classic C-C subdivision, the purpose is to ensure surface patch having B-spline boundaries; Secondly, using the method of cyclic mapping we obtain constraint equations of 
Second-order geometric continuity
According to the geometric continous definition [5] , The necessary and sufficient condition for two patches (,) 
"Hybrid subdivision" of the initial control mesh
We can find control grid for any topological shapes scattered points using C-C subdivision algorithm given in Section 1 ,from this, the mesh surface can be expressed as
, H is bicubic coefficient matrix and the kth − patch corresponding coefficient matrix is = T kkkk ACHC .,where k C is the resulting matrix by substituting k c for c in equ. (2) . Subdivision again and this process is known as "hybrid subdivision". By "hybrid subdivision" isolating singular point from the regular grid, constructing a n-sided hole of singular point. For a regular place already satisfy the second order continuous, next thing is how to ensure a second order geometric continuous case filling with n-sided holes and after connect with patch around the whole surface to achieve second-order continuous.As shown in Fig. 1 . 
Solving Bézier control points
Let C be coefficient matrix of control points for double seventh degeree patch, then i p is a coefficient matrix of the corresponding i-th patch .When CPWA = , the overall patch is 2 G , where C is cyclic matrix , P is control points of double seventh degree patch and A is a spline vertexes of i-th patches in the 2-ring. For cyclic matrix [6] ,and C is similar to a diagonal matrix
In order to make the minimize of the quadratic energy function [7] , then use Lagrange multiplier method [8] , the constraints can be transformed into the following form. coefficient of the i p is E , the rest are zero.Then the corresponding trans double seventh degree control points i p are obtained by DFT and IDFT [9] .
Surface Modeling Results
In the section, surface modeling results for a car part with 1452 local scattered points is present by using the above method. There are 323 quadrilateral meshes and polygon filling of the 10 singular points after "hybrid subdivision" . Fig. 2 (a) is quadrilateral control mesh after "hybrid subdivision" , Fig. 2 (b) is two-ring structure of the singular point ,and Fig. 2 (c) is the patch around the singular point meet 2 G after double seventh degree spline fitting . The process is as shown in Fig. 2. (a)"hybrid subdivision"
(b) filling of n-sided hole (c) 2 G continuous surface 
Summary
This paper focuses on discusses about second order gemetric continuous processing of singular points in subdivision surface modeling, and puts forward a 2 G surface reconstruction method with singular points in subdivision. It includes the following parts: first of all, it advances the shape adjustable C-C subdivision algorithm; secondly, it proposes the 2 G reconstruction method of singular points; finally, it obtains the results of the filling of 3-sided hole and 5-side hole. It has the adjustable properties for subdivision surfaces in industrial design and extends the application fields.
